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Abstract 

Among different types of Non-Conventional Energy Sources, Solar Power has become highly prominent with exhausting 

suitable to innovation in Power Electronic Systems. The primary intention of the advised performance must limit the 

number of switches to enhance the output waveforms with a preferred harmonic profile. This topology moderates the 

estimate about switches, isolated DC origin, expenditure, and intensity of the circuit substantially as correlated to other 

topologies. The proposed method uses the MPPT approach to exploit the maximum energy from solar photovoltaic to load 

entirely. The Proposed method provides almost sinusoidal output waveforms by developing a few power switches. The 

SPV arrangement was simulated and constitution through SPV arrays, a DC-DC buck converter, and a sliding mode MPPT 

regulation. Based on the cascaded H-Bridge multilevel converters, The strong constraint enforced confined DC voltage 

sources considering separately Cascaded H-Bridge. This constitution converter worth along with diminishing the 

constancy based on the system. The system gives boosting voltages with improves the harmonic profile. Performance of 
the arrangement demonstrated in MATLAB SIMULINK as well as PROTEUS. 
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1. Introduction

In current years, countries everywhere the globe carry 

their awareness against globalization. One of the origins 

persists traditional fossil fuel-based power reproducing 

sources and acquires to turn into severe consideration [1]. 

With the use of non-conventional power supplies related 

to wind, solar, geothermal, etc., solar photovoltaic (SPV) 

arrangements persist as a highly significant power 

resource [2]. Also, it retains collected enough 

consideration appropriate to the analysis with progress in 
the invention of SPV cells [3]. Power electronic converter 

equipment is essential for generating PV supply, which 

diminishes the expenditure and upgrades the system 

competence [4]. 

Multilevel Inverter (MLI) carries vast superiority over 

traditional inverters in behalf of reduced switching losses, 
lower voltage stress crosswise along lower 

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) [5]. Mainly, there 

persist three fundamental categorize of Multilevel 

Inverter: Neutral point Clamped MLI, Flying Capacitor 

MLI, and CHBMLI [6]. Figure 1 appearance the 

arrangement made from the Multilevel Inverter [7]. 

Neutral point Clamped MLI subsist like clamping diodes 

that boost the voltage levels. The capacitor is associated 

in sequence as voltage compensatory [8]. The indicated 

produces an enormous complication for the appliance. In 

Flying Capacitor MLI, extended clamping capacitors 
(CC) remain associated, so the voltage compensatory is

complicated [9]. Cascaded H-Bridge MLI is appropriate

for immense voltage operation, being separate H-bridge
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subsist of four switches and one DC source. CC, as well 

as diodes, are never used here [10]. Cascaded H-Bridge 

MLI Topology conditional simultaneous DC resource 

subsist of Single DC supply and Multiple DC supply [11]. 

In Single DC supply, the Cascaded H-Bridge MLI persist 

associated in parallel as a consequence, through the 

production containing separate CHB, the subsided 

frequency transformer is coupled [12]. Through 

expanding the 'n' statistic of levels, the Transformer is 

diluted, being various H-bridge inverters [13]. Such that 

every ability based on arrangement power inclines less. 
The Cascaded H-Bridge MLI in numerous DC Sources is 

associated in series [14]. The considerable H-bridge with 

DC source amplifies the 'n' amount of output voltage 

levels [15]. To condense the switches in that topology, the 

Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Cascaded H-Bridge MLI 

are tested [16]. 

Figure 1. Arrangement of Multilevel Inverter (MLI) 

MLI has been stimulating in the modern generation in 

considering academicians and corporations in the 
contemporary existence used for medium and high 

voltage utilization [17]. The MLI carry acquired 

significant concern for their competence with high power 

appliances [18]. The recognition of MLI is immense 

power quality, lesser order harmonic, reduced switching 

losses, along with enhanced electromagnetic interference 

[19]. These MLI produce a stepped inverter waveform 

through several input voltages connection in the input 

process with a suitable layout of power semiconductor 

devices [20]. The foremost intention of MLI is to preserve 

nearly sinusoidal output waveforms along with sustaining 

the power quality [21].  
The MLI is not alone reaches a high power standard, 

although facilitating the acceptance of non-conventional 

power systems [22]. In non-conventional power sources 

acting as solar, wind, and fuel cell can incorporating into 

an MLI method for high power appliances. A lot of MLI 

topologies has-been developed [23]. The introductory 

approach of an MLI is to produce a power quality directed 

toward adopting a severe of power semiconductor 

switches among considerably reduced voltage DC supply 

toward achieving the potential transformation through 

staircase voltage waveforms [24].   

The MLI achieves high voltages among low harmonic 

distortion without adopting transformers [25]. The 

numeral of voltage level expansion simultaneously 

harmonic content based on the output voltage waveform 

contraction substantially [26]. MLIs are more extravagant 
expected to a higher number of capacitors, and extra 

clamping diodes are mandatory when the level is 

immense, and the enormous number of DC sources are 

essential [27]. To conquer these raised obstacles worn by 

modified H-bridge inverter for medium and high power 

appliances [28].  

2. Solar Photovoltaic Cell
2.1 Solar PV Modelling

Sunlight intensity is one of the necessary sustainable 

continuity supplies that is absolute, inexhaustible, and 

hygienic. Solar PV production is operating away to be 

continuously crucial in their no fuel worth, not 

contaminating less conservation. It is correspondingly an 
apprehensive source based on effort. Therefore its most 

supervision point depends on the temperature and 

irradiance [29]. The erection segment of solar 

photovoltaic performance is necessarily a 'p-n 

semiconductor' junction with it V-I aspect is inclined 

through, 

"𝐼 = 𝐼𝑠𝑐 − 𝐼0 {𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑞(𝑣 + 𝑅𝑠𝐼)

𝑛𝐾𝑇𝑘

) − 1}
𝑣 + 𝑅𝑠𝐼

𝑅𝑠ℎ

" 

"Where, 

V, I is Output Voltage and Current of Solar PV Cell 

Rs, Rsh is series and shunt resistance of PV Cell 

q is Electronic Charge 

Isc is light generated current 

I0 is Reverse Saturation current 

n is a dimensionless factor 

k is Boltzmann constant 

Tk is the temperature in 0K" 

The circuit representation attributed to the SPV unit as 

illustrated in figure 2 

Figure 2. The Symbolic layout of solar PV Cell 
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2.2 Effect of Variation of Photovoltaic 
Irradiation 

A solar PV cell's P-V and I-V tendency is highly 

vulnerable on the photovoltaic irradiation character, as 

illustrated in figures 3 & 4. The photovoltaic irradiation in 

the process of a decision of the environmental variation 

possess on fluctuating, although supervision appliance is 

accessible a particular track this conversion also be able to 

vary the functioning of the photovoltaic cell to 
appropriate the prescribed load demands [30]. Higher is 

the photovoltaic irradiation, and the open-circuit voltage 

is elevated, which is expected to be inflation of 

photovoltaic irradiation. This is compensation to the 

certainty that, when enhanced sunshine circumstance on 

the Photovoltaic cell, the electrons are providing for 

greater excitation power, with rising the electron mobility, 

better energy is produced. 

Figure 3. I-V Characteristics of SPV System 

Figure 4. P-V Characteristics of SPV System 

2.3 Maximum Power Point Tracking 

Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) obtain the most 

acceptable approach toward achieving valuable probable 

effectiveness products considering automatic alteration 

related to the solar PV system. There is a steady switch in 

surface elements, such as temperature and irradiance, that 

compose the constant alternation containing V-I 

curvation, this one upward or else downward. 

Modification in temperature at variance correlatively to 
the output voltage with variation in irradiance power 

impact output current. MPPT carries various approaches 

related to Fuzzy logic as a consequence of neural 

networks other off contingents that if an essential power 

execution structure is needed, the best scenario is to be 

adopted Fuzzy rule base and Perturb and Observe (P&O). 

2.4 MPPT Based Fuzzy Logic Controller 

Fuzzy logic is effortless with vigorous than a traditional 

PI controller. It is the proper stand-in considering the 

typical controller. The fuzzy logic controller (FLC) 
subsists fuzzification, inference, and defuzzification. The 

voltage with various modern voltage based on the 

suggested arrangement has been input with duty cycle 

being the boost converter stand investigated in the process 

of output. The fuzzy rule base has been worked in the 

process of exposure within the table position row 

performs voltage with column produce varies in voltage. 

The rule base subsists of 7-membership functions as both 

inputs together with output. Altogether forty-nine rules 

worked toward acquiring the enhanced duty cycle for the 

alternation in the information, as illustrated in table 1. 

Table 1. Rule Table of Fuzzy Logic 

E 
NB NS Z PS PB 

Δe 

NB Z Z NB NB NS 

NS Z Z NS NS NS 

Z NS Z Z Z PS 

PS PS PS Z Z Z 

PB PB PB PB Z Z 

3. Proposed Technology

The extension consisting of the designed MLI expands the 

levels, including exploiting a specific fewer count of 

switches, reduced capacitors, lower sources with fewer 

diodes for developing the power quality. The boost 

converters (DC to DC) are interdependent among PV 

arrays with loads.  

Figure 5. Proposed 1∅ Seven Level Cascaded 
H-Bridge MLI for SPV system

MPPT subsist of power electronic components with its 

conduct situated on duty cycles. The boost converters 
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develop immense voltages from Photovoltaic Panel 

producing a low voltage in solar PV panel than the load 

voltage. Huge voltages persist significantly to inspire a 

specific solar PV array to load power, appropriate for the 

proposed inverters with filters. The suggested complex 

subsist of a 1∅ traditional CHB inverter, two bi-

directional switches, and capacitor voltage divider worked 

through Ca, Cb, and Cc in the exposure process in figure 5. 

The hybrid inverter topology effectively obtains uniquely 

one DC source with lower power switches, limited 
capacitors, and lower power diodes than the MLI 

comparatively diode clamped, flying capacitors & 

cascaded inverter. 

The SPV panel is associated with load over boost 

converter can build up the voltages in altered MLI without 

transformer and decline the total harmonic distortion 

(THD). Require switching concerning the MLI can supply 

7-output voltage levels (Vdc, 2Vdc/3, Vdc/3, 0, 0*, -Vdc/3, -

2Vdc/3, -Vdc).

4. Modes of Performance

Figure 6. Seven Level MLI for Switching 
Performance 

Single-phase (1∅) proposed Cascaded H–Bridge 7-level 

inverter subsist of two bidirectional switches with a 

capacitor is voltage divider worked through Ca, Cb and Cc 

being presented in figure 6. The proposed topology 

typically promises functions by MLI corresponding as 
fewer power switches, biased diodes, and reduced 

capacitors considering the equivalent representation of 

levels. Solar PV systems are associated with compound 

inverters over bidirectional switches. Solar PV 

combination is commencing lesser voltages with it 

enhance the voltages through boost converter without 

adopting of auxiliary apparatus. This inverter progresses 

the power and power factor is conveyed to load. Accurate 

switching from the inverter can generate 7-output voltage 

levels (Vdc, 2Vdc/3, Vdc/3, 0, 0*, -Vdc/3, -2Vdc/3, -Vdc) 

against DC supply voltage.  
The seven-level inverter process can obtain split within 

7-switching states in the process of presented in figure 7

(i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), (vi), (vii) & (viii).  Imperative of 7-

level output voltages were induced as follows.

1) Maximum positive(+Ve) output Voltage ( 𝑉𝑑𝑐):

The electrical energy diagonal by capacitance Ca,

Cb & Cc is Vdc with the power adopted toward

the load is Vdc. The contribution energy Vdc is

linked among load ‘1’ +Ve terminal whereas

IGBT composed switch Sa is turned ON along

with the load ‘2’     -Ve terminal persists

associated with the ground at IGBT Controlled

switch Sd is turned ON along with resting IGBT

Controlled switches stand in OFF position, figure
7 (i) indicate the behavior of current discharge in

the layout through influential phase position.

2) Two-Third +Ve output Voltage (2Vdc/3): The

electrical energy diagonal by capacitance Cb and

Cc is 2Vdc/3, with the power adopted toward the

load being 2Vdc/3. The contribution energy

2Vdc/3 is linked with load ‘1’ +Ve terminal

whereas bidirectional IGBT controlled switch Se

is turned ON such that the current discharge over

diode Da and Dd with the load ‘2’ negative

terminal is associated by the ground at IGBT

controlled switch Sd is turned ON along with
resting IGBT controlled switches stand in OFF

circumstance, figure 7 (ii) indicate the behavior

of current discharge in the layout through

influential phase position.

3) One-Third +Ve output Voltage (Vdc/3): The

electrical energy diagonal by capacitance Cc is

Vdc/3, with the power adopted toward the load

being Vdc/3. The contribution energy Vdc/3 is

linked with load ‘1’ +Ve terminal whereas

bidirectional IGBT controlled switch Sf is turned

ON such that the current discharge over diode De

and Dh with the load ‘2’ -Ve terminal is

associated with the ground at IGBT controlled

switch Sd is turned ON along with resting IGBT

controlled switches stand in OFF circumstance,

figure 7 (iii) indicates the behavior of current

discharge in the layout through influential phase

position.

4) Zero output Voltage (0 & 0*): The zero output

electrical energy level is made through turning

ON IGBT controlled switch Sc, Sd either by

turning ON IGBT controlled switch Sa, Sb with

uninterrupted controlled switches as well as
diodes stand in OFF position. When IGBT

controlled switch Sc, Sd has turned ON, the

current discharge over the load is a short circuit.

The output energy by ‘1’ and ‘2’ terminal power

is zero. Figures 7 (iv) & (v) indicate the behavior

of current discharge in the circuit through

influential phase position.

5) One-Third negative (-Ve) output Voltage

(– Vdc/3): The electrical energy diagonal by

capacitance Ca is Vdc/3. The input energy Vdc/3

act linked with load ‘2’ -Ve terminal whereas
IBGT controlled switch Sb is turned ON with the

load ‘1’ +Ve terminal is linked whereas bi-

directional IGBT controlled switch Se is turned
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ON such that the current discharge over Diode 

Dc along with Db and resting IGBT controlled 

switches are in OFF position, figure 7 (vi) 

indicates the behavior of current discharge in the 

layout through influential phase position. 

6) Two-Third -Ve output Voltage (–2Vdc/3): The

electrical energy diagonal by capacitance Ca and

Cb is 2Vdc/3. The input energy 2Vdc/3 is linked

by load ‘2’ -Ve terminal. In contrast, IGBT

controlled switch Sb turned ON with the load ‘1’

+Ve terminal act combined whereas bi-
directional IGBT controlled switch Sf is turned

ON such that the current discharge over diode Dg

and Df and resting IGBT managed switches are

in OFF position, figure 7 (vii) indicates the

behavior regarding current release in the layout

through influential phase position.

7) Maximum -Ve output Voltage (– 𝑉𝑑𝑐): The

electrical energy diagonal by capacitance Ca, Cb

& Cc is Vdc. The input energy Vdc is linked

through load ‘2’ -Ve terminal when IGBT

controlled switch Sb turned ON with the load ‘1’
+Ve terminal is associated by IGBT controlled

switch Sc is turned ON also resting IGBT

switches are in OFF position, figure 7 (viii)

indicates the behavior regarding current

discharge in the layout through influential phase

position.

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi)
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(vii) 

(viii) 

Figure 7. Switch sequence appropriate to achieve 
the output voltage (𝑉12) (i) 𝑉12 = 𝑉𝑑𝑐 (ii) V12 = 2Vdc/3 

(iii) V12 = Vdc/3  (iv) 𝑉12 = 0 (v) 𝑉12 = 0∗

(vi) V12 = -Vdc/3 (vii) V12 = -2Vdc/3 (viii) 𝑉12 = −𝑉𝑑𝑐

Table 2. Output Voltage corresponding through the 
Switches ON-OFF mode 

𝑽𝟎 𝑺𝒂 𝑺𝒃 𝑺𝒄 𝑺𝒅 𝑺𝒆 𝑺𝒇

𝑽𝒅𝒄 √ - - √ - - 

𝟐𝑽𝒅𝒄 𝟑⁄ - - - √ √ - 

𝑽𝒅𝒄 𝟑⁄ - - - √ - √ 

𝟎 - - √ √ - - 

𝟎∗ √ √ - - - - 

−𝑽𝒅𝒄 𝟑⁄ - √ - - √ - 

−𝟐𝑽𝒅𝒄 𝟑⁄ - √ - - - √ 

−𝑽𝒅𝒄
- √ √ - - - 

Where, 

√ indicates the Switch is ON

- indicates the Switch is OFF

Table 2 occurrence the switching sequence produced the 

seven-level output voltages (Vdc, 2Vdc/3, Vdc/3, 0, 0*, 

-Vdc/3, -2Vdc/3, -Vdc) for switching arrangement for 1∅
CHB seven-level inverter in the process of exposed in
figure 8.

Figure 8. Switching sequence of 1∅ Modified 
7-Level Inverter

5. Closed Loop Control Scheme

The closed-loop scheme contains MPP tracking, fuzzy 

controller, with inverter controller as presented in figure 

9. The behaviour of MPPT is collecting the utmost extent

of power from the solar PV system to load among

improved harmonic profiles. The input parameters Vpv, Ipv

of PV is given to an MPPT controller. The MPPT

Controller controls the voltages along with current

through duty cycles. The Pulse Width Modulation

approach reproduces the pulse intern pulse stand to get

back to the boost converter. The existing Vdc correlate for
reference voltage Vdc* through fuzzy rule base

combination by the fuzzy controller. To sustain the output

of Vdc is inclined to load over inverter regulation among

switches. The gating pulses persist delivered to switches

in the inverter (Sa to Sf).

Figure 9. 1∅ Seven Level Inverter by Closed-Loop 
System 
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Figure 10. Fuzzy Rule Viewer for Closed-Loop 
System 

6. Results
6.1 Simulation Result

This technique has been proved in MATLAB SIMULINK 

simulation results, as demonstrated in figure 11.  

Figure 11. Simulation Circuit considering Modified 
H-Bridge Seven Level Inverter

Figure 12. A Sub-system of Cascaded H-Bridge MLI 

Figure 13. A Sub-system of MPPT Boost Converter 

The sub-system of the seven-level CHB circuit is intended 

in figure 12. The MPPT Boost converter as the designed 

7-level inverter is illuminated in figure 13. The output

was switching pulses for switches Sa to Sf, as shown in
figure 14.

Figure 14. Switching pulses for Seven Level Inverter 

Figure 15. The Input Voltage waveform of 7-Level 
Inverter 

Figure 16. The Output Voltage waveform of 7-Level 
Inverter 
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Figure 17. THD for Modified 7-Level Inverter 

The input voltage waveform based  on the 7-level inverter 

is characterized in figure 15, and the output voltage 

waveform made from the 7-level inverter is represented in 

figure 16. The proposed system's THD is 9.54%, as 

disposed of in figure 17. 

6.2 PROTEUS Model 

Proteus is an isolated function for generous execution 

modules contribution varied convenience, i.e., graphic 

representation, Printed Circuit Board layout. The 

proposed 7-level inverter is converted during the Proteus 

spreadsheet, drawing the extended apparatus competence 

with the PIC micro-controller schedule. Results obtain 
recognized future equivalent to facilitate MATLAB 

SIMULINK. The proposed 7-level inverter is imitated in 

Proteus operating system, in the act demonstrated in 

figure 18. 

Figure 18. Schematic of Modified Seven-Level 
Inverter using PROTEUS Software 

Figure 19. Output switching Pulses for 7-Level 
Inverter 

Figure 20. Output Voltage for Modified 7-Level 
Inverter using Proteus software 

The output switching Pulse for switches Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, Se 
& Sf, as illustrated in figure 19 and figure 20, 

demonstrates the output voltage as the designed 7-level 

inverter in the Proteus model. 

7. Conclusion

The designed 1∅ modified 7-level inverter produces 

approximately sinusoidal output waveforms that exploit a 
small number of power switches. This proposed system is 

fulfilled in all conditions like fewer capacitors, single DC 

supply, small filter size, and improved harmonic profiles 

than the other MLIs. This arrangement provides boosting 

voltages along with enhancing the power quality. MLI is 

enriched against improving technology through a well-

established, attractive medium and high power utilization 

intention. However, the continuous progress related to 

devices with the expansion concerning modern utilization 

will permit a current challenge and opportunity to 

enhance MLI topology further. The achievement of the 
proposed combination is demonstrated by employing 

MATLAB/SIMULINK and PROTEUS Software.  
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